JACKSON TRAVEL SERVICE presents . . .

TOURS FOR '71

EUROPE

E-1 22-Day Economy Tour visiting ten countries. Departures April thru October from L.A. From: $ 598.00

E-2 4-Week Economy Tour visiting 11 countries. Departures April thru September from L.A. From: $728.00

E-3 22-Day First Class Tour visiting 10 countries. Departures April thru October from L.A. From: $ 998.00

E-4 22-Day First Class Hopper Tour visiting London, Amsterdam, Munich, Rome, Lucerne, Paris and Brussels. Departures April thru October from L.A. $ 718.00

E-5 4-Week First Class Tour visiting England, Holland, Denmark, Germany, Austria, Italy, Greece, Switzerland, France and Belgium. Departures May through September from L.A. $ 998.00

E-6 Quickie 15-day First Class Tour visiting England, Germany, Italy and France. Departures April through October from L.A. From: $ 998.00

MEXICO

M-1 Mexico City Fiesta – 8 days. Friday departures from L.A. $ 194.00

M-2 Mini Fiesta – 8 days. Acapulco, Taxco and Mexico City. Friday departures from L.A. $ 226.00

M-3 Acapulco Fiesta – 8 days. Friday departures from L.A. $ 236.00

M-4 Maxi Fiesta – 14 days. Acapulco, Taxco and Mexico City. Friday departures from L.A. $ 279.00

M-5 Fiesta Air/Sea Cruise – 13 days. Mexico City, San Miguel Allende, Guanajuato, Puebla, Queretaro, Puerto Vallarta, Mazatlan, La Paz, Yucatan, Tikal and Xel-Ha. Departures till mid-April from L.A. $ 499.00

For descriptive brochures on any of these tours, please contact . . .

JACKSON TRAVEL SERVICE
1607 JACKSON at POLK - SAN FRANCISCO 94109 - 474-3950

EXOTIC

TAHITI – Two weeks all-inclusive from West Coast. Weekly departures. $ 680.00

EAST AFRICAN JET TREK – 18 days all-inclusive from N.Y. Departures Sept. thru Nov. $ 995.00

FIJI, AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND – 17 days from West Coast. $ 995.00

FIJI, NEW ZEALAND, AUSTRALIA AND TAHITI – 24 days from West Coast. $ 1395.00

FIJI, NEW ZEALAND, AUSTRALIA, BALI AND FAR EAST. 28 days from West Coast. $ 1795.00

HAWAII

WAIKIKI BEACHCOMBER – 8 days. Transfers, sightseeing and accommodations. Departs daily. $ 99.00*

SEA/AIR CRUISE – 13 days. Cruise to Hawaii and 7 days in Honolulu. $ 345.00

Magic Week in Hawaii – 5 days Honolulu – 3 days Kauai. Daily departures. $ 94.00*

Kauai Sun-Hops – 4 days. $ 39.00*

Mau Hilo Sun-Hops – 4 days. $ 49.00*

Kona/Hilo Sun-Hops – 5 days. $ 59.00*

12-day Independent Pre-Planned Program including 5 days in Honolulu and 7 days in Kauai, Maui, Kona and Hilo. $ 203.00*

*Plus air fare and tax

JACKSON TRAVEL SERVICE - 1607 Jackson at Polk - San Francisco, California 94109
Please send me information on Tours No.:_________________________

Name_______________________________________________________

Other areas:__

Address  City State Zip

Après Ski . . .

. . . Try (DAVE'S) V.I.P.

Skiers present your ski lift pass and get a free drink at . . .

V.I.P. Bar . . . IN RENO, behind . . .

DAVE'S Westside Motel
3001 WEST FOURTH STREET • RENO, NEVADA
(702) 322-4403
Masturbation — Part 1
Masturbation (“jacking off,” "hand job," "automanipulation") is one of the most poorly understood and most glibly discussed subjects professionals must deal with. I find it most disturbing to hear otherwise competent men referring to discussed subjects professionals must deal with. I find it most disturbing to hear.

Masturbation derives from the Latin roots manus (hand) and superare (to super), it is defined as the "production of orgasm by self-manipulation of the genitals." Since much of what I wish to say in the following article depends on a clear definition of the term, I want to stress what I do not include under the ordinary meaning of masturbation — "mutual" masturbation — performed by two males, the one manipulating the genitals of the other. Certainly, this does not conform to the usual designation of a lone male manipulating his own genitals. Similarly, masturbation of self while performing fellatio and masturbation of self while the passive partner in anal intercourse does not fit the usual definition of masturbation. Less confusing forms of orgasm achieved by other than a physical relationship with others are: the rhythmical insertion and retrieval of an object placed in the rectum; and orgasms achieved by simply viewing erotic material (sexual activities of other persons, films and photographs of erotic material, day and night "wet" dreams, etc.) Fortunately, a far less common form of automanipulation, with which we are not here concerned, involves the insertion of some object into the urethral meatus (the opening at the end of the glans penis). I have never heard of its occurrence in an adult. The result of this type manipulation can, of course, be disastrous, causing serious infection and deformity of the penis, bladder, and kidney.

Today, it is rarely disputed that in excess of 90% of American males masturbate at some time in their lives. The frequency of masturbation varies considerably from one individual to another. In general, masturbation is most frequent in the teens and twenties, much less in the thirties, and lessening in frequency thereafter, the same as all sexual activity. It is clear, however, that masturbation, like all sexual activity, persists into the geriatric age. During adolescence, masturbation takes place on an average of three to five times weekly. What might be considered "excessive" is a very individual matter and is reported regularly as anything in excess of that indulged in by the inter­viewer or the author. This is true whether that proclivity be ten times a day or once a month.

Men learn to masturbate even when deprived of ordinary social contact with other males. However, most commonly, masturbation is learned by observation of others masturbating. Boys in their teens have this opportunity frequently in locker room and shower activities at camp or in school gymnasiums. It is not uncommon for the boy to experience his first orgasm by being manipulated by friends or playmates during a "play" session or following some "rough-house" antics. This occurrence itself should be enough to satisfy anyone who believes that you can stop junior's "playing with himself" by encouraging his engaging in (Continued on Part 2)
active sports! However, in a recent learned discussion of automanipulation in a medical journal, one of the participants advised a heavy daytime program of physical activities so that the boy would be too tired to do other than sleep upon returning home. There is some evidence, albeit tenuous, that homosexuals are more likely to have a history of being taught automanipulation by an older person under less savory circumstances (i.e. in a public restroom or at home by a relative). This is certainly not very common among the gays with whom I have discussed such matters and may be another of those fallacies propagated by psychiatrists who see only a select type of homosexual.

The use of masturbation for sexual relief is, I hope, I have made clear, a normal practice. The sexual appetite varies considerably and is affected by the most mundane circumstances. Financial difficulties, overwork, fatigue, overeating, and even more diverse problems can increase one's need to masturbate. Masturbation, itself, has little to do with one's ability or need to form or maintain a love relationship.

Despite the fact that masturbation is most often learned from observing others, there is a great deal of individual variation in the technique used. No lubricant may be used or any of a great variety ranging from saliva and soap to hairdressings and lard may be used. Ordinarily, masturbation is performed by grasping the entire shaft of the penis in the hand and rhythmically moving the hand toward and away from the body. Some males, especially those circumcised, prefer to confine the entire process to the glass penis alone. The strength used in grasping the penis varies from only light touch to very tight encirclement. Simultaneous stimulation of the breast, anus, scrotum or labia and away from the body. Some males, especially those circumcised, prefer to confine the entire process to the glass penis alone. The strength used in grasping the penis varies from only light touch to very tight encirclement. Simultaneous stimulation of the breast, anus, scrotum or labia and away from the body. Some males, especially those circumcised, prefer to confine the entire process to the glass penis alone. The strength used in grasping the penis varies from only light touch to very tight encirclement. Simultaneous stimulation of the breast, anus, scrotum or labia and away from the body. Some males, especially those circumcised, prefer to confine the entire process to the glass penis alone.

In a recent visit at S.I.R. from a minister who belongs to "SIR of Ohio" informed us that in paying his $15 to attend that group it was made clear to him that he had been "taken." S.I.R. is in no way affiliated with this group.

It is not too late. The whole experience was a joy. Joe Vigil's "Revolution" show at S.I.R. presented naked women singing, dancing, romancing, going nude, laughing ... enjoying life! The audience applauded and cheered and was drawn into the show by the exuberance of the cast.

These two experiences were religious in nature. People were relating to each other with love, with joy, with an uninhibited reverence for each other all for themselves. Probably, Glide Methodist Church in San Francisco is the only place where the same excitement is generated every week.

Now, both S.I.R. and Vector are springing out of their shells. We may not always be "nice" as our more conserva­tive supporters would like, but we will be challenging ... challenging ourselves, society, and you, the reader. At times, this will not be a pleasant experience, but then change is always disturbing. Just as the football lovers spend hours watching games on TV while getting fat on beer in their living rooms, many of us have also decided to watch life go by instead of participating. Many have found their closets and decided to dress up in "acceptable" ways.

We are all guilty of this... but will you try to join us as we unlock the closet of our minds and join us in enjoying and challenging life? It is not too late.

SIR of Ohio

In a recent visit at S.I.R. from a minister who belongs to "SIR of Ohio" informed us that in paying his $15 to attend that group it was made clear to him that he had been "taken." S.I.R. is in no way affiliated with this group.

The editor of Vector will lead an informal discussion of this magazine's policies at the Center on Fridays, Feb­ruary 19, at 8 p.m. All are welcome.

GAY EVENTS PHONE
Call 433-5-433 CALL ANYTIME!
Cruises

MEXICO

We're leaving
May 7....
seven days
of fun and sun

PUERTO VALLARTA

MAZATLAN

TRAVEL HOUSE

690 Market St., Suite 310
San Francisco, CA 94104
Phone: (415) 433-7337

Editor, Vector

An announces Their Grand Opening Party
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 24 7 until 2 a.m.
Free Buffet - Celebrities - Champagne
Entertainment
Come join the crowd for a Gala Evening in San Francisco's most unique Restaurant and Bar.

1840 Haight St. of Sfanyan 752-8051

Magic Garden
Restaurant and Bar

Letters to the Editor

San Francisco Clinic
250 Fourth Street
Venerable Disease Examination
Free - Confidential
Mon., Thurs. 9:30 - 6:00
Tue., Wed., Fri. 8:00 - 4:00
Telephone: 569-3804
"Just a stop off
the Miracle Mile"

Editor,

Dear Sir,

We hope you do not think that Mr. Hewstoney would think LESS of Jesus if it was established that he was a homosexual. There is a new book out that speculates that Christ was married to a woman. Does THAT offend anyone?

Dear Mr. Mendenhall:

We are going through some organizational changes...new Vector chairmen, a new circulation setup. Hopefully this problem will be resolved in March.

Editor, Vector

We hear all kinds of rumors...latest is that the Alpine County take-over...not much news about it lately...

Editor, Vector

I find it interesting that the gay libber who demands the homosexual who does not shout from the rooftops, "I am a queer," is against the cause.

Editor, Vector

We are through some organizational changes...new Vector chairmen, a new circulation setup. Hopefully this problem will be resolved in March.

Editor, Vector

We sometimes forget how much freedom we have in this country. Your letter is a good reminder.

Dear Mr. Elroy Messner,

I am not pissed until this instant. Why Vector would condescend to honor Roger Dean of "Teen Challenge" by allowing him space in its magazine is beyond me. Well, it is no matter. No Vector reader would be deceived; you know that and I know that.

Editor, Vector

We sometimes forget how much freedom we have in this country. Your letter is a good reminder.
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We sometimes forget how much freedom we have in this country. Your letter is a good reminder.

Dear Mr. Elroy Messner,

I am not pissed until this instant. Why Vector would condescend to honor Roger Dean of "Teen Challenge" by allowing him space in its magazine is beyond me. Well, it is no matter. No Vector reader would be deceived; you know that and I know that.

Editor, Vector

We sometimes forget how much freedom we have in this country. Your letter is a good reminder.

Editor, Vector

We sometimes forget how much freedom we have in this country. Your letter is a good reminder.
"None of these youths seems aware of what he really is — a male prostitute," says Gary Teller

The writer, Gary Teller, is an attractive, forty-year-old man who began living hustling for legal reasons. He is an alien and fears being revealed as a homosexual... This is a description of four young men that he has known.

By Gary Teller

Andy is 21 years old, of medium height, slender, well-proportioned, his black, eyes blue. Though not exactly handsome, his facial features are pleasant even to the nose broken a few years ago. He is handsome, his facial features are pleasant even to the nose broken a few years ago. He is tall, slender, well-proportioned, hair black, eyes blue. Though not exactly handsome, his facial features are pleasant even to the nose broken a few years ago.

As a boy, he was an average student, interested in competitive sports and, so he says, popular with girls. He has the late teens onward the picture changed. After only a few months in military service he was discharged "due to his nerves." An attempt to learn hairdressing was a failure. He finally reached the halt but is too polite just to walk away. He was confronted by a particularly obvious not a potential score. With all these handicaps, Andy is not doing well. He is stranded in the world, sometimes in the park, sometimes in the gutter, conspicuously effeminate behavior, and abrupt advances by prospective customers.

Andy arrived in the city a few months ago. With him came his friend David, who is 18 years old. Andy has been supported a long time, and is a claim to be used sexually and then discarded, the damage is so great to his ego. He is 17 years old, still in the growing process. His family is a burden to him, and his features are nondescript though not unpleasant. Since running away from his broken home at the age of 18 he has alternately worked and hustled. He has been suffering from his blood. Why doesn't he work? He claims he simply cannot find a job. But his method of job hunting is inept. He satisfies himself by spending a dollar on telephone calls, and every now and then he will go to shops and stores and apply in person. When he does not fail a test or a job interview, he simply cannot do it.

Andy has shares with David. Having a friend who needs him, whom he can protect and care for, gives Andy a feeling of security. In all his relations he is generous to a fault. He has at times lived with girls and regards himself as bisexual. What future does he have? Unless conditions change drastically he seems destined for prison, starting with short periods, graduating to longer sentences. For Andy is a typical fall guy and manages to get himself into trouble repeatedly. At the moment, he is in prison for contributing to the delinquency of a minor — a girl with whom he was in the same room when someone gave her an alcoholic drink. He has spent two weeks in prison on suspicion of theft after pawnning a stolen camera for a "friend." In Chicago he lived with a dope addict who sponged off him just as David does. He rooms in rundown hotels where most of his neighbors are petty criminals.

RAY: A LONER

Ray is not immoral, he is amoral. He plays the game of life as he thinks everybody else does. When he goes to a dentist or a doctor it will be without any intention of paying the bill. He will not hesitate to accept a sexual advance for pay, even when he knows himself to be infested with pubic lice. He underestimates his own sexual proclivity.

The street hustler, searching constantly for affection, feels that he will seem to be rejected. If, continuously, he allows himself to be used sexually and then discards, he is likely to become a minor — a girl with whom he was in the same room when someone gave her an alcoholic drink. He has spent two weeks in prison on suspicion of theft after pawnning a stolen camera for a "friend." In Chicago he lived with a dope addict who sponged off him just as David does. He rooms in rundown hotels where most of his neighbors are petty criminals.

RAY: A LONER

Ray is not immoral, he is amoral. He plays the game of life as he thinks everybody else does. When he goes to a dentist or a doctor it will be without any intention of paying the bill. He will not hesitate to accept a sexual advance for pay, even when he knows himself to be infested with pubic lice. He underestimates his own sexual proclivity.

The street hustler, searching constantly for affection, feels that he will seem to be rejected. If, continuously, he allows himself to be used sexually and then discards, he is likely to become a minor — a girl with whom he was in the same room when someone gave her an alcoholic drink. He has spent two weeks in prison on suspicion of theft after pawnning a stolen camera for a "friend." In Chicago he lived with a dope addict who sponged off him just as David does. He rooms in rundown hotels where most of his neighbors are petty criminals.
Street Hustler

(Continued from Page 19)

hustlers but does not associate this with dishonesty — he considers stealing wrong.
Curiously enough, in bed Ray concentrates on kissing and hugging, though he has no qualms about doing other acts required of him. He seems to try to establish, for a few brief moments, a closeness of human relationship otherwise unattainable by him. He himself rarely reaches climax because he fears dissipating himself.

Ray's life is bleak and lonely. Unlike Andy, who is surrounded by friends and acquaintances, Ray has nobody who cares for him, nor does he seem to want anybody. He drifts from city to city, job to job, and trick to trick. Possessed of enough common sense to avoid the pitfalls that seem to magnetize Andy, Ray seems likely in later life to work at some menial position, lonely in his mature years as in his present youth.

Don and Ben have much in common, though Don is of Irish Canadian stock and Ben of Mexican origin. Both are dark, handsome, somewhat effeminate. Both are sharp dressers. Both are obsessively clean.

They work at times, Don as a clerk, Ben in sales. Never desperate for money, they can choose their customers. Both like older men but will not be touched by anyone who revolts them or whom they suspect of being sick. They have frequent health checkups.

The two of them rarely fail to score less than twice a night. They take in a lot of money and spend it as fast as it comes in — on fancy clothes, good food and gay bars: though both are only 19, they somehow manage to drink in public without too much trouble. In bed they enjoy themselves and usually reach climax. As a matter of fact, the only problem they are faced with as hustlers comes from customers who refuse to pay with the demurrer; "You enjoyed yourself as much as I did. What the hell — you're gay too. Why should I pay you?" Neither Andy nor Ray run in this line of argument.

Don and Ben could actually make a very handsome living if they approached hustling in a businesslike manner. However, they rarely if ever call their customers grat.

Dear Ann Landers,

I want to marry and have a family. But when I see a pretty boy —

Literally millions of Americans read the love-horror question-answer columns. For that reason their replies to letters are most important because they shock public opinion.

Vector presents here a letter to Ann Landers, a nationally syndicated columnist, and her reply. Could you improve on her reply? The editor personally offers $10 to the writer of the best reply (See April Vector for your replies in print).

Dear Ann Landers: I can't sign my name and I can't get any mail at home because if someone should open your letter I would die of shame. I am 18 and a homosexual. Some gay boys love the life and don't want to change. I am not one of those. I want to marry and have a family. But when I see a pretty boy I am helpless.

It all begins very casually. We start out being friends and everything is wholesome and decent. Then I get ideas and the relationship changes. Not all the guys go along, but most of them do. This leads me to believe I pick my friends with that goal in mind. I've always wanted to be a minister but I'm afraid I would get into trouble and disgrace my church as well as myself. Where can I go for help? After one of my escapades, I become so depressed that suicide seems like the only answer.

—Woody

Dear Woody: You need therapy at once. If your parents can send you to a private doctor, I recommend it. They need not know the nature of your problem. Many teens seek psychiatric help for "severe moodiness." If you can't afford private treatment, get counseling through a mental health clinic. Look in the telephone book.

S.I.R. GETS IT DONE!

Publications, legal action, political contacts, speakers bureau, dances, stage shows, information bureau, etc. Have you sent a check lately to S.I.R., 83 Sixth St., San Francisco?

TEAM GETS IT DONE!

``TREAT-A-TRICK''

Wednesday

BOTTLE BEER - 35 cents

Tuesdays and Thursdays

BAR DRINKS — 2 for $1

BEER — 2 for 75 cents

1898 FOLSOM

UN 1-2811
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occurred and why it is likely to happen. In line with my emphasis on the psychological, I would like to express a few opinions as to why the incident have all been expressed, along with the epithets thrown are acts of defamation, is not this assembly is illegal, or the duty. This is a good example of selective enforcement and overreactive homicide. Actually, there were two incidents. The second incident was a result of the police decision to view the driver of a car as homicidally motivated to the extent that he must be stopped at any cost, including his death. Determination by the police of this homicidal motivation was apparently based upon (1) the individual driving his vehicle in such a way as to cause two police officers to have to move quickly to avoid being hit and (2) actual contact with an officer when the individual backed his car away from a front-end collision with a police vehicle. The latter action appears to have precipitated what has been termed overreactive homicide.

Recently, as the result of increased publicity, our society has become acutely conscious of examples of selective law enforcement and overreactive homicide. The Black population has been excessively plagued by the enforcement of laws incident. Whether or not this assembly is illegal, is a debatable issue. The temptation is great to reiterate the reasoning that has led to the enforcement of laws which are undoubtedly aware of this nightly phenomenon. Whether or not the Whites; the Kent incident specifically ly plagued by the enforcement of laws employed the terms "murderer," "assail­ant," or other words which related to the criminal charge of driving a car in a homicidal fashion, this emotional verbalization would seem appropriate. However, according to the testimony which is being elicited, the emotional verbalization has specific reference to "queers" and "cock-suckers." This suggests that we are dealing with police feelings that are con­cerned with sex rather than assault. The standard defensive explanation of police aggression toward the homosexual is latency. Although valid in cer­tain instances, this explanation has been overworked. As I listened to the prelimi­nary hearing testimony of the five officers involved, I could find this expla­nation plausible only in the case of one. Rather, I look to a socio-psychological theory that has broader application in this case.

The theory of dissonance states that acute anxiety, which may be expressed in the form of defensive aggression, can re­sult from the individual experiencing simultaneously two incompatible feelings concerning a single subject. The individ­ual becomes frustrated as to which feeling should be acted upon and the result is often confused decision making. This theory is applicable as a dangerous point of both incidents in this specific case.

The majority of policemen in San Francisco are the educationally con­ditioned products of a theocratic system which induces strong guilt feelings associated with homosexuality. This is ren­dered by the moral laws of the society aware of the general attitude are also aware that the attitude is based upon the "let the lives" maintain a low pro­portion of normal population ever observes this scene. The exception is the police officer encountering any homosexual scene does not do so dis­passionately. His normal reactions of re­action and response toward the group or individual are frustrated, which only increases his negative emotional feelings. It requires little to trigger selective or overreactive behavior. In such a situation the initial guilt conditioning is stronger than the subsequent restraining regula­tions and a hostile reaction ensues.

Facetiously, we might suggest that Archbishop McGucken and Chief Neder of the police men. The policeman would add a certain religious fervor to the police action and probably be more capable to communicate with the average layman while the young priest or seminarian is more competent to distinguish between that owed to God and that to Carver, would enforce the law with much greater objectivity and less emotion. Failing this exchange, the City's respective representatives of God and Carver must of necessity, for we are dealing with an act of explanation of the situation, introduce modifications in condi­tions in order to effect a lessen­ing in police-homosexual tensions.

Three Judge Panel Considers S.I.R. Suit

A three-judge panel has been appointed to rule on suit filed by any social or psychological homosexual stimuli. This conditioning is in conflict with the City policy which "allows," al­though does not "accept," visible mani­festations of homosexuality, such as the licensing of a "gay" bar or cross-dressing (drag). Theatter occurs principally as the result of a traditional tolerant philosophy reinforced by financial considerations. Psychological motivation would be difficult to find in City Hall, but the general popula­tion of San Francisco, for well over a century, has maintained an attitude of "let's live and let live" toward any minority groups.

Minority groups in San Francisco,
Homosexuality is now widely discussed throughout the country and articles appear regularly in major family-type magazines and newspapers openly discussing the subject. The Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company, however, believes placing the following advertisement in its Yellow Pages would be offensive.

TRY JEANINE

In a 3-2 decision the State P.U.C. rejected the recommendation of its hearing officer and its own staff, ruling that it is the prerogative of the company to determine its classification handling.

The state Supreme Court refused to review the P.U.C. decision. The case was not appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court because S.I.R.'s attorneys expect more sympathetic treatment from the state Supreme Court in new case.

The P.U.C. has recently ruled that the telephone company can refuse S.I.R.'s advertisement. The S.I.R. attorneys have already filed a petition for rehearing before the state Supreme Court. S.I.R. has also petitioned the United States Supreme Court.

B.J. Beckwith, S.I.R. legal chairman, heads the group of attorneys that is appealing the decision. They will base their appeal on the rule established in Wirta v. Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District, a 1967 California Supreme Court decision.

In the Wirta case an organization, Women for Peace, attempted to place an advertisement on East Bay transit buses for the purpose of WRITE TO PRESIDENT.

"PT&T's action was arbitrary, discriminatory, unjust, unreasonable and improper. It should have been ordered to publish the advertisement."

However, Gatov and Moran were in the minority and the other three P.U.C. officials disagreed. At the hearing, the phone company did stipulate that The Society for Individual Rights is "organized for the social, political, and economic advancement of the homosexual citizenry and that it is further dedicated to the objective that homosexuals are entitled to equal treatment under the laws and that sexual orientation and practices between consenting adults are not a proper subject for state regulation and that S.I.R. has actively pursued its purposes through a balance of political, educational and social programs."

S.I.R. has already filed a petition for rehearing before the United States Supreme Court.

The Telephone Company Discovers A Dirty Word

The Wisconsin Public Service Commission has extended its investigation which is "to determine the status of all telephone switchboards" to include advertising of "changes in the telephone directory which may be regarded as improper or offensive." The commission has already indicated that it is "openly advertising that it has a nude girl on the piano."

The P.U.C. has recently ruled that the telephone company can refuse S.I.R.'s advertisement. The S.I.R. attorneys have already filed a petition for rehearing before the state Supreme Court. S.I.R. has also petitioned the United States Supreme Court.

B.J. Beckwith, S.I.R. legal chairman, heads the group of attorneys that is appealing the decision. They will base their appeal on the rule established in Wirta v. Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District, a 1967 California Supreme Court decision.

In the Wirta case an organization, Women for Peace, attempted to place an advertisement on East Bay transit buses for the purpose of WRITE TO PRESIDENT.

"PT&T's action was arbitrary, discriminatory, unjust, unreasonable and improper. It should have been ordered to publish the advertisement."

However, Gatov and Moran were in the minority and the other three P.U.C. officials disagreed. At the hearing, the phone company did stipulate that The Society for Individual Rights is "organized for the social, political, and economic advancement of the homosexual citizenry and that it is further dedicated to the objective that homosexuals are entitled to equal treatment under the laws and that sexual orientation and practices between consenting adults are not a proper subject for state regulation and that S.I.R. has actively pursued its purposes through a balance of political, educational and social programs."

S.I.R. has already filed a petition for rehearing before the United States Supreme Court.
One of San Francisco's most popular bars.

THE LION PUB
CORNER OF SACRAMENTO & DIVISADERO
567-6965

RUSTY

Vector's Man of the Month!
Rusty hails from Boston, where he was born under the Fire sign, Sagittarius. Like Phillip, last month's cover man, he is also ex-Navy. Vital statistics: 6'1", 180 lbs., 40 chest, 30 waist, blue eyes, blond hair. Rusty models for Richard Elmon Agency.

Modeling:
Rusty Hanson
Photography:
Damon de Winters
Special Arrangements and Composition:
Eddie Van

"DINAH EAST MAKES IT THE SEASON TO BE GAY"

Hollywood Reporter
"Dinah East — the most sensuous female movie star of the decade" (Is A Man!) It had to happen in this day of exploitation — A novel gimmick

Variety
Jeremy Stockwell should have been around when the Jorgenson Story was being made — his portrayal of Dinah East excellent — truly seeming a woman.

Hollywood Reporter
"Some of the most authentic gay bar scenes since The Killing of Sister George — fascinating screen play."

Happenings
"opening soon at your local theaters."

COLOR by Deluxe

page international, inc. presents "DINAH EAST" starring ULTRA VIOLET • ANDY DAVIS

REID SMITH • JOE TAYLOR • RAY FOSTER • MATT BENNETT and JEREMY STOCKWELL

produced by GENE NASH and PAULA STEWART • written and directed by GENE NASH

music by GENE NASH • arranged and conducted by ERNIE FREEMAN

"Thank You, Alex" sung by JON and SONDRA STEELE • An EMERSON FILMS, INC. Release

true story of

Dinah East
San Francisco Has America's

TAVERN GUILD PREAMBLE

We organize this Corporation for: the open discussion of the problems and their solutions inherent in the sale and use of alcoholic beverages; the reaffirmation of individual dignity and rights of all peoples; the elimination of unjust laws and effective changes in the laws concerning private relationships among consenting adults; the growth of real and substantial aid to members in difficulty; the continued promotion of physical, mental and emotional health; the creation of a sense of community, and the establishing of an attractive social atmosphere with constructive outlets for members and friends.

by Bob Peck

The writer is a popular and busy member of the Tavern Guild. His article is an attempt to give impressions of this organization. It is not an attempt to be a complete history.

The whole enchilada started as a Tuesday Afternoon Drinking Society composed of gay bar and restaurant people. The whole enchilada being the Tavern Guild of San Francisco.

The birthplace, as I remember, was at the Susie Q, located in Polk Gulch. It was a friendly, easy-going gathering; much conversation re: gay bar biz and problems common to all who were there. And it was fun! Meetings were every Tuesday.

Things changed. Tavern Guild is still a fun thing, but now, far more serious. Meetings now are every other Tuesday, with a Christmas hiatus. Election meetings (voting for the board and officers) are held at non-bar locations, usually at S.I.R. center, which has always been available to the Guild. Like Camembert cheese or Zinfandel, T.G. has matured and is of vintage age. It has become a no nonsense, sincere organization. And, it has become effective! But, more on that later.

T.G. history has been, largely, a chronicle of some people in our community who cared. They all helped the entire gay scene, each in his (or her) own unique way. Not stuff space to mention more than a few, 'poloies to the many, many I can't mention (both members and NON members).

Phil Daginero was the first president, and was followed by Tom Stewart. Both were hard workers.

Incorporation of T.G. came under the leadership of Darryl Gled, and the Guild started to assume a more formal nature. Hal Call (Mattachine) and lawyer Evander Smith helped in writing the first constitution. Bill Plath (current prexy of 5.1. R.), board member of TG, charter member of TG) succeeded Darryl as T.G. president. His terms in office were likely the greatest period of consolidation, growth, and enlargement of commitment in overall homophile affairs. Bill also started a tradition of holding tight, orderly meetings, which is still being followed by the current president, Bob Ross, who succeeded Don Banks.

T.G. is a charter member, long time board member, former secretary and, I believe, the innovator of the Tavern Guild Newsletter. The Newsletter is a kind of binding agent for the group, as some people can't attend each meeting.

T.G. has charted a slightly different course, and is committed to the welfare and betterment of gay bars, restaurants, their employees, and the WHOLE gay community they serve.

A few of the accomplishments? For openers, liaison between the gay city law enforcement agencies. Officers from the San Francisco Police Department's Community Relations Division quite often attend Guild meetings. Officer Elliott Blackstone is a familiar and welcome guest. He has been most coopera­tive.

At another Guild meeting, Ron Harris (special agent) of Alcoholic Beverage Control, addressed a special meeting held at S.I.R. to reply to questions submitted to him by T.G. counsel Evander Smith. This encounter was so successful that the bar owners, employees, AND customers would be more aware of A.B.C.'s legal bent. When the San Francisco Police Department recently started making arrests by plainclothesmen and some at gunpoint, even though they did not occur in bars, the Guild protested and met with President of the Board of Supervisors, Dianne Feinstein, and Chief of Police Al Nelder in an attempt to change this situation.

The Guild works with, as do most homophile organizations, many other groups. D.O.B., Mattachine, Citizens Alert, S.I.R., and many others have been and always are welcome at Guild meet­ings and have always received coopera­tion. T.G. on several occasions has made loans to S.I.R. (short term) to help them in their fund-raising productions. S.I.R., like many other groups, have assisted the Guild many, many times, too.

In civic work the Tavern Guild has donated one thousand dollars toward the construction of a swimming pool at Hunters Point; recently furnished the waiting room at the new V.D. Clinic on Fillmore Street (a plaque attesting to this is affixed to a wall in the room, thanking T.G. and the entire homophile community — T.G. insisted strongly on this wording, as the money was raised through auctions in bars patronized by everyone); helped start the "Check 33" V.D. campaign, which was so successful that it spread to eastern cities, underwrote the utility bill for the Mission Rebels in Action for one year; and posted rewards for murders that affected the gay community. The most recent reward posted was in the bombing death of an officer at Park Station. The Board of Directors stated that if the reward is not claimed in the stated time it will be paid to the widow. Other things: Two hundred fifty dollars to the Police Department's Boys' Fund; two hundred fifty dollars to the P.D.'s needy families Christmas dinner fund . . . This is just a slight slurt of the things that have happened and are still continuing.

In Guild files are, among others, letters of thanks from Supervisors, Chief Al Nelder, and Mayor Joseph Alioto.

To finance these projects, T.G. does several things. The best known, probably, are the picnics, the Beaux Arts Ball, and the Auction Series.

The first picnic was held in a hamlet just north of Petaluma called Pennsgrove in 1963, and it was followed by one on the Russian River. The "picnic" idea was an instant success and is continued each year.

The first Beaux Arts Ball was sponsored by T.G. but by the "Jumpin' Frog" bar. Subsequent ones have been crowed T.G. successes. Herb Caen, John Huston and Enrico Banducci have been known to appear.

The auction series have been good profit makers, both for the Guild and member bars. Guest "celebrity" auctioneers have always volunteered their services, and some of the things auctioned are better not recorded in ink. The anchor man of the series, Bob Ross, how­ever, is the real pro. People like Jack Wells, and of course, Henri LeLeu, have
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The light is bright,
I hold my gaze behind smoked glass and search you out beside me. The honey of your skin is turning gold under the sun.
You speak, and I hear not what you say, only the sound of you.
I watch you, as you move to be nearer me. If only we could, at this moment know each other as only lovers can. We walk, your hand in mine, over warm sands to nowhere, and yet to everywhere. Our suits dropped to expose our nakedness to pounding surf, and we run to feel the freedom of the wind. Again we join, grasping one another and we run to feel the freedom of the wind.
Love is but a fleeting moment is time, our love.
I sleep now, waiting only to wake on the morrow to your warmth beside me.

Approximately one decade later, I would guess, the Tavern Guild of San Francisco is in out of diapers — and into its Levi's.

**For Bobby**

The light is bright, I hold my gaze behind smoked glass and search you out beside me. The honey of your skin is turning gold under the sun. You speak, and I hear not what you say, only the sound of you.
I watch you, as you move to be nearer me. If only we could, at this moment know each other as only lovers can. We walk, your hand in mine, over warm sands to nowhere, and yet to everywhere. Our suits dropped to expose our nakedness to pounding surf, and we run to feel the freedom of the wind. Again we join, grasping one another and we run to feel the freedom of the wind.

LOVE is but a fleeting moment is time, our love.
I sleep now, waiting only to wake on the morrow to your warmth beside me.

Love is but a fleeting moment is time, our love is now . . .

---
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"CONSTANTLY CHANGING, USUALLY FOR THE BETTER"
From the Walls of Montezuma

By MAGGIE alliance

1971

I've explained many times, these ramblings are written almost a month before the magazine is in the reader's hands and things do change, especially in the mad gay circles around this joint! So, don't hit me with your bearded cap, C., it's all in fun and you know it (and love it). It's the proverbial Fistful of Fun that you've known so intimately — striking back! ... So to other things which may alter by publication day: Vanity is really becoming a calmer, her inherent routines at famous actresses' social functions ... I blushed a deep lavender! ... Fur and feathers will fly when auditions are held for "Once Upon A Mattress," as many notable ladies of the Theatre are anxious to win the plum female roles in this costume epic. ... As rumored in last month's column (thank god some things do come true when rumored) "Mattress" was voted in by the Productions Committee over runner-up "Little Me" with "Of Thee I Sing," "Best Foot Forward," "Dracula" and an original musical, "Carmel" in the "also-ran" dept. ... Will J.P. really sell all in an in-depth article for another gay paper? ... By the time this is in print, the January issue of "After Dark" should be available to you. This issue was to feature "Revolution '70" as part of its San Francisco section ... So, look it up and see if all came true. ... The list of people who are growing with readers from the Bronx, N.Y., Sheboygan, Wisc. joining the group, usually "Gala-tina" and "Mel." ... Love to hear from more of you, especially from far away places with strange sounding names. ... Remember to keep it clean ... hope springs eternal ... Live for days, Magda, as in spring collocation (only 26 and already a has-been). ...
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**Psychedelic Venus Church is a**

"hedonic church” that sponsors Bay Area orgies that hundreds have been attending. If that’s your trip, get on the mailing list by writing to Box 4163, Berkeley, Cali-

fornia, 94704. Warning: All submitted names and addresses are made public to other members!

**DATELINE: HOLLYWOOD**

Alan Sues continues as the resident homosexual on “Laugh-In.” From a

recent show, a male said: “I drove through Alpine County, I put my hand out to signal for a turn a cop accosted my finger nails.”

Almost all of the top variety shows now have homosexual "types," including

Dean Martin and Carol Burnett, with Flip Wilson continuing his "Geraldine" drag.

The “gay ones” are stereotyped as flippant and effeminate. On one Carol Burnett show Nannette Fabray made love to Carol because “I am changing into a man” and when Nannette treated her hus-

band, “Gaylord” (a ballet instructor) of her changed name, she said: “Maybe our marriage will work out after all.”

**DATELINE: SEATTLE, WASHINGTON**

Gay Lib here has stopped publishing a newsletter and is now giving out its news in a local underground newspaper, SABOT . . . Organizations and changes have also resulted in the formation of a Gay Lib collective where the active members live. Locally might contact John Kabila at 1242 - 15th Avenue East for more information.

**DATELINE: NEW YORK CITY**

A Gay Community Center has opened at 330 W 3rd Street. It is open 24 hours with Friday and Saturday dances.

**DATELINE: U.S.A.**

Columnist Abigail Van Buren was asked by a distributed former SIR

"problem.” He has a buddy that he talks to on the phone for hours at a
time and they “frequently go out to meet each other.” She asks, “should I worry?”

Abigail replied: “No, I have seen such attraction between two men, and it is beautiful.”

**DATELINE: KINGS LYNN, ENGLAND**

Michael De-la-Noy, who was dis-

missed as the Archbishop of Canterbury’s press secretary because of his unconven-
tional sexual views, now says: “I am thinking of two homosexual men or

women, who will be homosexual whether the church likes it or not, who wish to establish a permanent, loving relationship, who happen to be Christians, and who want the church’s blessing on their

relationship.”

De-la-Noy believes such relationships should be blessed by the Anglican Church and that the Church should not continue to condemn homosexuals “to a life of

furriness, false friendships and deception.”

"The third floor only one more flight up out of this world."
A New Face in Town...

Around Town

Dear after-a-most-enjoyable-holiday reader;

Sorry I missed you last month, but I felt a rest was needed. So many events have taken place I don’t know where to begin. My hat’s off to the Tavern Guild who have done an excellent job in presenting the Coronation Ball at the Jack Tar Hotel. If you are one of the unlucky people who did not attend, you missed one of the most lavishly costumed balls ever presented as you doubtlessly know by this time. Cindal was crowned Empress the VI for 1971 and I wish her a successful reign. The Empressesses from Portland, the Peninsula, the East Bay and Los Angeles were all presented. Michelle did an unusually splendid job of escorting. I hope the next Coronation Ball will be held in quarters large enough to accommodate twice as many and incidentally, you—yes—yourself—won the round trip ticket for two to Hawaii. Any similarity between Luella Parkins and yours truly, isn’t. I do not write for the AD Gayzette and when and if my column is finally published I decided to use my own name for writing this column.

A new key touch of Market street offering cocktails, dinners and entertainment will be opening soon... Page One has been re-opened under new ownership in the Hask, formerly of On The Levee and Bob of the Turf Club. At present they are serving daily lunches and Saturday and Sunday brunches. Johnny Sant plays piano Saturday and Sunday from 2 till 7 p.m. Joe should stick to entertaining and selling shirts—a publisher, yes!... The former Paper Doll has reopened as Noah’s Ark, located at 524 Union Street. Their dinners start at $3.75. Co-owner John Fischer knows what he is doing. He was formerly the S.F. Bar Assoc. chef and once was the official cook for a European millionaire... The In-B-Tween is another addition to the “In-B” tweens. Their doors have finally opened their liquid bar. No miss meeting Gravy, Al, Rusty and Paul... The Tool Box at 45th and Harrison had their grand opening January 9th with much fanfare. The boys are all in a splendid job in re-opening this landmark of San Francisco. One of the owners might be doing a Vector show in the future... Shirley, I didn’t know you came from canine ancestry, your misbehavior in the Magic Garden certainly showed it... The Orpheus Circus has established a new policy: Free buffet Sunday nights, regular dinners Monday through Saturday, but drinks 65 cents, movies every Monday, Thursday and Saturday. No more brunches... For the “Levi” crowd catch the movies at the Ramrod: Mon-Thur & Sun matinee... Although a bit late, a crowning of the Empress at the Bayou, Redwood City, was quite an exciting event. Gabriell, representing Liz Cabaret, was crowned Empress of the Peninsula, midnight fanfare, including Larry Armstrong, vocalist, who was wearing a calypso see-through jump suit with a plugging neckline all the way down to the public hair plus a host of top entertainers... shortly before this, the Carnation Club, Oakland, held their Empress Pageant, with Perry, Roberta and George of Jackson’s as judges. Shawn of the White Horse won the crown... There in Major Grey’s, next door to the Maple Leaf on Polk Street for far out attire... Bob, formerly of the Web is now at the Maple Leaf Friday and Saturday nights from 9:00 p.m... Kevin Brown, your favorite bar tender, is once again at the Motor. The couple is “inferior.” He focuses upon the object is disguised and most often hidden from himself. He views as a “business venture is primarily a short intense ambivalent (love-hate) relationship necessary to psychological maintenance.

The S.F. Tavern Guild has re-opened... My hat’s off to the affectionate need of the hustler. As he seeks to express them simultaneously. As a result of age or maturity, or both, the hustler terminates hustling. As he grows older he is a physically less attractive piece of merchandise and may also have incorporated better means of gaining affection and ex- pression of affection. As the individual is able to distinguish between sex and love even though he seeks to express them simultaneously.

—Lou Greene

Photographs by DOn's truck

Sundays: CLEVELAND WRECKING COMPANY
FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS: THE MONGOOSE
2742 Seventeenth Street
between Bryant & Harrison
621-1911

FEBRUARY 1971
REED SMITH is the 22-year-old who plays Dinah in the new cinema release, “Dinah East.” This is a female movie role. He wins the role and is the story of an 18-year-old gay male who must get in drag in order to win a female movie role. He wins the role and deceives most... Whether you see “Dinah East” or not you must admit that Reed is easy on the eyes.

Spring Show
Audition Dates
The hit Broadway show that made an overnight star of Carol Burnett has been selected as the spring stage show at S.I.R. Center. Now, who will be on stage and back stage? The show is the musical comedy, “Once Upon a Mattress.” Auditions for all aspects of the show; acting, set design, costumes, stage production, etc. have now been scheduled and they are open to the public.

Try-outs will be tentatively Monday through Wednesday, February 8, 9 and 10... “Tentative” because final approval of this production is contingent upon the approval of finances by the S.I.R. Board. Deadline is too early to report the Board’s decision.

MARCH — VECTOR PORNOGRAPHY
The Movies — Part 1

NOTE: Hundreds of pages are listed in “guide books” that are closed or only sometimes open. This listing is ONLY of strictly gay open. Each month we will update this listing.

E — Entertainment
B — Brunch, Sunday
R — Restaurant also
D — Dancing
W — Women
T — Transgender, Felches

TAVERNS
SAN FRANCISCO
DOWNTOWN
Alice Lee, 330 Mason St. 893-7968
Blue & Gold, 136 Turk St. 763-2040
Carnival, 1551 Mission St. 863-1663
Frolic Room, 141 Mason St. 775-5227, G
Gaspare, 841 Larkin St. 965-4441
Kokini, 301 Turk St. 775-3260
Lantern, 45 Turk St. 414-4351, R
Laxey Lilly’s Saloon, 209 Stevenson St. (near Sutter Street) 392-8840, R
Lone Bull, 471 Turk St. 673-9891, R
Ophir, 1192 Mission St. 863-9220, E, B
Page One, 431 Natoma St. (at Mary Lane), L, B
Rex With Ecosm, 335 Jones, 695-9612, R
Remington, 508 Dolores St. 781-9940, D
Reed, 1229 Octavia St. 627-1212, L, R
Trape, 72 Ellis St. 392-3826
U.S. Scooter, 147 Mason St. 414-3474

MISSION — UPPER MARKET
CASTRO AREA
Folksy Fox, 842 Valencia, 826-3372, R
Keltie’s Saloon (20 Club), 3489—20th St., 285-0096, W.B.B
Libra, 1988 Market, 592-0086, R
Mint, 1942 Market, 861-9272, B, L.
Mistake, 3888 18th St. 626-9614
Missouri Muse, 2386 Market, 626-1163, R
Pendulum, 1416 18th St. 863-6441
Pill Hill, 627 11th St. 923-5730
Poa, 10 Sanchez St. 627-1188, R
Soilos, 10 Sanchez St. 624-9955, R

POLK STREET
Cinch 3, 2300 Polk, 474-9060
Early B’r, 1733 Polk, 776-4162
House of Harmony, 1312 Polk, 385-5300
Marie Leaf, 46 Polk, 776-8770
Mr. Lucky’s, Polk and Race, 285-2991
New bell, 2033 Polk St., 776-6005
P.S., 1121 Polk St., 441-7798, R.B
Tower Lounge, 1488 Pine, 771-5040
Tryst, 1450 Lombard, 441-1057
Yacht Club, 2165 Polk St., 441-8381, B

COLE— HEIGHTS AREA
Babette’s Corner, 900 Cole, 664-7766
Lucky Club, 1801 Haight, 987-4664
Mae’s, 937 Cole, 731-6119, W
Mezzo, 1800 Haight, 752-8091, E, R.B

WATERFRONT
B’I, 131 Bay, 421-1872, R
On the Liver, 987 Embassidors, 397-2452, R
Waterfront, 128 Embasidors, 397-1171, D

FOLSOM STREET AREA
Dead End, 582 Folsom, 621-9088
527 Club, 527 Bryant, 781-9626
In & Twine, 1347 Folsom, 863-5458
Remo, 1225 Folsom, 431-9233
Round Up, 6th & Folsom, 863-9628
Sapphire, 11th & Polk, 863-9628
Shug, 1535 Folsom, 628-2900
The Corner, 13th & Folsom, 861-2911
The Lion’s Lair, 410 Braann, R
The Tool Box, 4th & Harrison, 391-6998

NORTH BEACH
School Street, 88 Gold St, 707-6823, R.E.B
Greens, 1325 Grant, 391-7447, D
Jackson’s, 2327 Powell, 963-2905, R.B
Noah’s Ark, 524 Union, 781-9398, R.B
Sunday’s Salon, 840 Sansome, 986-0110, P.B.E

AROUND TOWN
Club Dori, 477 Presidio, 931-5869
Leonorica’s 18, LeLand Ave. 585-7358, &
The Lion, Divided & Sacramento, 567-6966
The Cafe, 2829 Bayshore Blvd. 234-8660, D

MARIN COUNTY
Fairfax, V’s Club-Drake, 1605 Sir Francis Drake, B
Santa Rosa, Mountain Pub, 616 Mendocino, 546-5070

PENINSULA
Palo Alto, Locker, Room, 1951 E University, 322-8005

NOTE:
D — Dancing
L — Lunches
B — Brunch, Sunday
R — Restaurant also
W — Women
T — Transgender, Felches

NOTE:

NEW Lucky Lager Beer

...so get

P E O P L E ARE THE PEOPLE OF THE HAPPY PEOPLE

(If it’s also Lucky if you live in Alpine County!!)

GenTs
TURKISH BATHS
Open 24 Hours — Round the Clock
4550 BRYANK AVENUE
• ½ Blocks East of Long Beach Freeway
EAST LOS ANGELES
(213) 264-9400 (213) 264-9400

STEAM — SAUNA — SUndeck
ALL PRIVATE ROOMS
T.V. LOUNGE — COFFEE REFRESHMENTS
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
NO MEMBERSHIP FEES
MASSAGE AVAILABLE
open 24 hours
Every Week

FRIDAYS
THE DISCUSSION GROUP ........................................ 8 p.m.
Informal discussion of topics of interest to the homosexual community. Public. Refreshments.

SATURDAYS
DANCE AT S.I.R. CENTER ........................................ 9 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Dancing in a Night Club atmosphere. Drawing and a great fun crowd. Members $1; Non-members $1.50.

SUNDEYS
METROPOLITAN CHURCH ......................................... 1 p.m.
Services and social hour. California Hall, Turk & Polk.

MONDAYS
PSYCHOLOGY RAP SESSION ...................................... 8 p.m.

TUESDAYS
ART CLASS .......................................................... 8 p.m.

WEDNESDAYS
SMOKE WATCHERS ................................................ 7 p.m.
STOP SMOKING! LEAN TECHNIQUES.

THURSDAYS
GAY CHRISTIAN HOUR ............................................ 8 p.m.

FRIDAYS
THERE'S A DANCE at CALIFORNIA HALL, Turk & Polk urk & Polk.

SATURDAYS
DANCE AT S.I.R. CENTER ........................................ 9 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Dancing in a Night Club atmosphere. Drawing and a great fun crowd. Members $1; Non-members $1.50.

SUNDAYS
METROPOLITAN CHURCH ......................................... 1 p.m.
Services and social hour. California Hall, Turk & Polk.

MONDAYS
PSYCHOLOGY RAP SESSION ...................................... 8 p.m.

TUESDAYS
ART CLASS .......................................................... 8 p.m.

WEDNESDAYS
SMOKE WATCHERS ................................................ 7 p.m.
STOP SMOKING! LEAN TECHNIQUES.

THURSDAYS
GAY CHRISTIAN HOUR ............................................ 8 p.m.

FRIDAYS
THERE'S A DANCE at CALIFORNIA HALL, Turk & Polk urk & Polk.

SATURDAYS
DANCE AT S.I.R. CENTER ........................................ 9 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Dancing in a Night Club atmosphere. Drawing and a great fun crowd. Members $1; Non-members $1.50.

SUNDAYS
METROPOLITAN CHURCH ......................................... 1 p.m.
Services and social hour. California Hall, Turk & Polk.

MONDAYS
PSYCHOLOGY RAP SESSION ...................................... 8 p.m.

TUESDAYS
ART CLASS .......................................................... 8 p.m.

WEDNESDAYS
SMOKE WATCHERS ................................................ 7 p.m.
STOP SMOKING! LEAN TECHNIQUES.

THURSDAYS
GAY CHRISTIAN HOUR ............................................ 8 p.m.

FRIDAYS
THERE'S A DANCE at CALIFORNIA HALL, Turk & Polk urk & Polk.

SATURDAYS
DANCE AT S.I.R. CENTER ........................................ 9 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Dancing in a Night Club atmosphere. Drawing and a great fun crowd. Members $1; Non-members $1.50.

SUNDAYS
METROPOLITAN CHURCH ......................................... 1 p.m.
Services and social hour. California Hall, Turk & Polk.

MONDAYS
PSYCHOLOGY RAP SESSION ...................................... 8 p.m.

TUESDAYS
ART CLASS .......................................................... 8 p.m.

WEDNESDAYS
SMOKE WATCHERS ................................................ 7 p.m.
STOP SMOKING! LEAN TECHNIQUES.

THURSDAYS
GAY CHRISTIAN HOUR ............................................ 8 p.m.

FRIDAYS
THERE'S A DANCE at CALIFORNIA HALL, Turk & Polk urk & Polk.

SATURDAYS
DANCE AT S.I.R. CENTER ........................................ 9 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Dancing in a Night Club atmosphere. Drawing and a great fun crowd. Members $1; Non-members $1.50.

SUNDAYS
METROPOLITAN CHURCH ......................................... 1 p.m.
Services and social hour. California Hall, Turk & Polk.

MONDAYS
PSYCHOLOGY RAP SESSION ...................................... 8 p.m.

TUESDAYS
ART CLASS .......................................................... 8 p.m.

WEDNESDAYS
SMOKE WATCHERS ................................................ 7 p.m.
STOP SMOKING! LEAN TECHNIQUES.

THURSDAYS
GAY CHRISTIAN HOUR ............................................ 8 p.m.

FRIDAYS
THERE'S A DANCE at CALIFORNIA HALL, Turk & Polk urk & Polk.

SATURDAYS
DANCE AT S.I.R. CENTER ........................................ 9 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Dancing in a Night Club atmosphere. Drawing and a great fun crowd. Members $1; Non-members $1.50.

SUNDAYS
METROPOLITAN CHURCH ......................................... 1 p.m.
Services and social hour. California Hall, Turk & Polk.

MONDAYS
PSYCHOLOGY RAP SESSION ...................................... 8 p.m.

TUESDAYS
ART CLASS .......................................................... 8 p.m.

WEDNESDAYS
SMOKE WATCHERS ................................................ 7 p.m.
STOP SMOKING! LEAN TECHNIQUES.

THURSDAYS
GAY CHRISTIAN HOUR ............................................ 8 p.m.

FRIDAYS
THERE'S A DANCE at CALIFORNIA HALL, Turk & Polk urk & Polk.

SATURDAYS
DANCE AT S.I.R. CENTER ........................................ 9 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Dancing in a Night Club atmosphere. Drawing and a great fun crowd. Members $1; Non-members $1.50.

SUNDAYS
METROPOLITAN CHURCH ......................................... 1 p.m.
Services and social hour. California Hall, Turk & Polk.

MONDAYS
PSYCHOLOGY RAP SESSION ...................................... 8 p.m.

TUESDAYS
ART CLASS .......................................................... 8 p.m.

WEDNESDAYS
SMOKE WATCHERS ................................................ 7 p.m.
STOP SMOKING! LEAN TECHNIQUES.

THURSDAYS
GAY CHRISTIAN HOUR ............................................ 8 p.m.

FRIDAYS
THERE'S A DANCE at CALIFORNIA HALL, Turk & Polk urk & Polk.

SATURDAYS
DANCE AT S.I.R. CENTER ........................................ 9 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Dancing in a Night Club atmosphere. Drawing and a great fun crowd. Members $1; Non-members $1.50.

SUNDAYS
METROPOLITAN CHURCH ......................................... 1 p.m.
Services and social hour. California Hall, Turk & Polk.

MONDAYS
PSYCHOLOGY RAP SESSION ...................................... 8 p.m.

TUESDAYS
ART CLASS .......................................................... 8 p.m.

WEDNESDAYS
SMOKE WATCHERS ................................................ 7 p.m.
STOP SMOKING! LEAN TECHNIQUES.

THURSDAYS
GAY CHRISTIAN HOUR ............................................ 8 p.m.
**CLASSY-FIED ADS**

**ADD RATES $1 PER LINE**

42 Typewriter Spaces to the Line

**TIRED OF WEEDS IN YOUR GARDEN? Let Ken give you new ideas to help make it bloom again. Complete landscaping service. Daily or Monthly rates. Information call eve. 6 to 9 — 234-2326.**

**PLAY PIANO and join the stars of stage and screen — Piano lessons — Popular and Classical — Bob Campbell — 366-0312.**

**GAY GALS call for info about new introduction service. No fee. Rusty 861-4467.**

**TWIRSE, TO SHARE — S.F. mixing, professional (over 30). Own b+s/baths. Avail. Feb. thru July, $125/mo. Reply 227 Sunnydale Ave. S.F. or phone (415) 334-7778.**

**NOW IS THE TIME for that desk, bookcase, or general repairs about your house — Call Jim — 531-4552 evenings — reasonable rates.**

**IN 1964 I gave some model railroad equipment to a S.I.R. member. Now I'd like it back, even for money, if it's still around. If you have it, please call Tony, 647-1523.**

**IF YOU WILL SELL USED BONDAGE EQUIPMENT OR IF YOU WILL BE MY SERVANT, PLEASE WRITE PAUL, PO BOX 2811, SAN FRANCISCO 94126 OR TELEPHONE 415-775-4806.**

**DON'T OVERPAY YOUR TAXES! Confused by the new Income Tax forms? Changes in the law? I will properly prepare your 1970 Income Tax returns so that you will pay only the minimum tax due. Please phone for an appointment prior to March 15th in order to qualify for special low rates. C.E. Hukins 826-4827.**

**GENTLE S-pope, 30, 5'6", 145 lbs., ex-model, music, vers., hung, desires well built receptive young guy for sex and friendship. No bar or bondage scenes. Lance More, HALFWAY, 2795 16th St., San Francisco, CA 94112.**

**IN 1964 I gave some model railroad equipment to a S.I.R. member. Now I'd like it back, even for money, if it's still around. If you have it, please call Tony, 647-1523.**

**NEAT BRAND NEW POCKET BOOKS**

- Ball Handlers $1.95
- Catblowk Rape $1.95
- Fire Island Romance $1.95
- Snel Brothers $1.95
- Live One $1.95
- Troubled Lover $1.95
- Where Eagles Per $1.95
- Rendevous For Men Only $1.95
- The Sugar Brutes $1.75
- Christian Homosexuality $2.95

**NEW BOOKS ILLUSTRATED**

- Compulsive Homosexuality in the Married Man $10.00
- The Homosexual $7.50
- Black Sex Power $5.00
- Studies in Danish Male Homosexual Pornography Vol. 1 $10.00
- Studies in Danish Male Homosexual Pornography Vol. 2 $10.00

**LATEST MAGAZINES**

- Boys Who Are Forced Into Sex $7.50
- How To Enlarge Your Penis $6.00
- 200 Boys No. 3 $4.00
- Circumcision Pro & Con $5.00
- Mutual Masturbation $8.00

---

**Le Salon**

Le Salon, 1118 Polk St., San Francisco, Calif. 94109

NAME_________________________
ADDRESS_________________________
CITY________STATE____ZIP____

1118 POLK STREET - SAN FRANCISCO

I AM OVER 21 — AMT. ENCLOSED: $
EVERYBODY'S TALKING!

GRAND OPENING
OF THE
ALLEY CAT

THURSDAY,
FEBRUARY 4th

Buffet From 7 p.m.

330 MASON STREET
DOWNTOWN San Francisco